In this paper, we generalize to sub-Riemannian Carnot groups some classical results in the theory of minimal submanifolds. Our main results are for step Carnot groups. In this case, we will prove the convex hull property and some "exclosure theorems" for H-minimal hypersurfaces of class C satisfying a Hörmander-type condition.
Introduction
During the last years a theory of both minimal and constant mean curvature (hyper)surfaces in subRiemannian Carnot groups has been gradually, but only partially developed, even if mainly for the case of Heisenberg groups H n . For some results and perspectives concerning minimal or constant horizontal mean curvature hypersurfaces in Carnot groups, we refer the reader to [1] , [4] , [10] , [13] , [14, 15] , [16] , [19] , [23, 24] , [29] , [30] , [37, 38] , [42] , [45] , [46] , but this list is far from being complete.
In this paper we extend to Carnot groups some qualitative (and quantitative) results of the Euclidean theory of minimal surfaces. To be more precise, we will prove suitable versions of the classical enclosure and existence/non-existence theorems for minimal surfaces. We refer the reader to Chapter 6 of the book [21] for a detailed account on this topic; see also [28] , [20] . A key feature of all these theorems is that they can be obtained as a straight consequence of the classical strong maximum principle for 2nd order elliptic operators.
Let us give a quick survey of the classical results. Let x : S → R n be an immersion of an m-dimensional C smooth manifold S into the Euclidean ndimensional space and set S := x(S ) ⊂ R n . By de nition, S has the convex hull property if, for every domain (that is, open connected) D ⊂ S such that x maps D into a bounded subset of R n , the image of D lies in the convex hull of its boundary values. It is a classical and well-known result that minimal submanifolds of R n satisfy this property; we refer the reader to Osserman's book [40] (see Lemma 7.1, p. 53) and also to the paper [41] , where a geometric characterization of this property is given based on the sign of the normal curvatures of the submanifold. It is worth observing that the convex-hull property has several geometric consequences. For example, it implies a sort of "monotonicity" of topology of minimal submanifolds; see [17] . Now, we would like to recall some stronger enclosure theorems that somehow indicate the saddle-surface character of non-at minimal surfaces. To this end, we begin with the so-called "Hyperboloid theorem", stated in its simplest form:
under which algebraic conditions on G does the subbundle HS TS of any (smooth enough) noncharacteristic hypersurface S ⊂ G satisfy the Hörmander condition?
Concerning the proof of the maximum principle (see Theorem 2.21) we also remark that one needs to apply a suitable version of Chow's theorem (with less regularity assumptions): in fact, we will use either a result by Rampazzo and Sussman (see [44] ), in the case of step Carnot groups, or a more recent one by Feleqi and Rampazzo (see [22] ), for the step k case.
The organization of this paper is as follows.
In Section 1.1 we recall notation, basic de nitions and preliminaries on Carnot groups. In Section 1.2 we brie y introduce the theory of (smooth) hypersurfaces in Carnot groups and describe the main geometric and analytic structures which are needed in the sequel. In particular, we de ne the HSLaplacian ∆HS . Section 2.1 contains some explicit calculations for step 2 Carnot groups. More precisely, we compute the HS-Laplacian of some simple degree or monomials. In this way we nd some important (and at the same time simple) examples of quadratic ∆HS -subharmonic functions: this is a key point of this paper, exactly as it happens in the classical case; see [28] , [20] , [21] .
In Section 2.2 we discuss a suitable version of the strong maximum principle for C solutions of the differential inequality ∆HS ϕ ≥ , under the validity of a Hörmander-type condition for the subbundle HS; see De nition 2.16 and Theorem 2. 21 .
In Section 3 we present our main results for the case of step Carnot groups. In particular, we prove the convex-hull property (see Theorem 3.1) together with suitable versions of the Hyperboloid theorem and of the Cone theorem; see Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. We stress that the axis of the "test hyperboloid/cone" is here assumed to be a horizontal direction. In addition, we prove a (quantitative) consequence of the Cone theorem (see Corollary 3.4) and some inclusion properties for paraboloids and cylinders with axis a vertical direction; see Theorem 3.5.
In Section 3.1 we discuss the case of Heisenberg groups H n . If n = our strategy cannot be applied. Still it can be seen that the convex-hull property for H-minimal surfaces of class C follows easily from a classical theorem by Osserman; see Remark 3.6. On the contrary, the case n > ts with our previous results and we are able to state a further version of the Hyperboloid/Cone theorem for suitable truncated hyperboloids and cones with axis the T-axis of H n ; see Theorem 3.8 and Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10. In Section 4 we make a few remarks on the case of step k Carnot groups (with k ≥ ). In particular, we have here to say that our only result for the step k setting is a weak version of the convex-hull property; see De nition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3. As already observed, the problem is that much of the calculations for step groups do not hold in this general context so that further studies are needed to nd new, and hopefully luckier, classes of ∆HS -subharmonic functions.
In the Appendix we prove a technical lemma which states that the HS-Laplacian commutes with isometries; see Proposition A.4.
. Carnot groups
A step k Carnot group (G, •) is an n-dimensional connected, simply connected, nilpotent and strati ed Lie group with respect to a polynomial group law •. We denote by the identity of G and assume that g = T G, where g denotes the Lie algebra of G. It follows from de nition that g ful lls the following conditions: Hence n = h , n = h + h ,..., and n k = n. Note that Each element X ∈ g induces a left-invariant vector eld X ∈ X(TG) such that X(x) = (Lx) * X and X( ) = X for every x ∈ G. In fact, the Lie algebra g of G turns out to be isomorphic to the set Lie(G) of all left-invariant vector elds of the group; see [32] , [49] . In particular, the subspaces H and V of g can naturally be viewed as smooth subbundles of the tangent bundle TG of the group (the bers of H and V are given, respectively, by Hx = (Lx) * H and Vx = (Lx) * V for every x ∈ G). The subbundles H and V of TG are called, respectively, horizontal bundle and vertical bundle. We have rank(H) = h and rank(V) = v.
From now on, we suppose that the horizontal bundle H is generated by a frame {X , ..., X h } of leftinvariant vector elds. This frame can be completed to a global graded, left-invariant frame {X , ..., Xn} for TG. With no loss of generality, we assume that X i (x) = Lx * e i (i = , ..., n), where e i = ( , ..., , , , ..., )
i−th place denotes the i-th vector of the canonical basis of R n (= T G). We further assume that {e i : i = , ..., n} of R n is graded, in the sense that H i = span R {e i : i = n i− + , ..., n i } for any i = , ..., k. By construction, one has X i ( ) = e i for every i = , ..., n (such a frame is sometimes called the Jacobian basis of G; see [6] ).
Let exp : g → G be the (Lie group) exponential map and denote by log : G → g its inverse. Hereafter, we will use exponential coordinates of the 1st kind; see [49] , Ch. 2, p. 88.
As for the case of nilpotent Lie groups, the multiplication • of G is uniquely determined by the "structure" of its Lie algebra g: this is the content of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula; see [6] . Note that = exp ( , ..., ) and that the inverse of x = exp (x , ..., xn) ∈ G is given by x − = exp (−x , ..., −xn). A sub-Riemannian metric gH : H × H → R+ ∪ { } is a symmetric positive bilinear form on H. Without loss of generality, we also de ne a metric g : g × g → R+ ∪ { } on g by declaring that {e i : i = , ..., n} is an orthonormal basis; hence, in particular, the subspaces H i are automatically orthogonal. The metrics gH and g, hereafter denoted as ·, · H and ·, · , respectively, extend to the whole group G by means of left-translations. In this way (G, g) is a Riemannian manifold. Below, for simplicity, we shall assume that gH := g |H .
The Carnot-Carathéodory-distance d CC (x, y) between x, y ∈ G is de ned as
where the in mum is taken over all absolutely continuous horizontal curves γ joining x to y. As a matter of fact, by virtue of Chow's connectivity theorem, this is a distance, which makes (G, d CC ) a complete geodesic metric space; see [39] . Moreover, we recall that Carnot groups are homogeneous groups, that is, they admit a 1-parameter family of automorphisms (usually called Carnot dilations)
The structural constants of g associated with the frame {X , ..., Xn} are de ned by C r ij := [X i , X j ], Xr for all i, j, r = , ..., n. They are skew-symmetric and satisfy Jacobi's identity. We mention that the strati cation of the Lie algebra g implies the following "structural" property: if i ∈ IH s and j ∈ IH r , then
. From now on, we will set 
Let {X , ..., Xn} be a global left-invariant frame for G. Then, it turns out that
see, for instance, Milnor's paper [35] , Section 5, pp. 310-311. It is not di cult to check that ∇ H is at, compatible with the sub-Riemannian metric gH and torsion-free; see [37, 38] . Concerning the partial connection ∇ H , also called H-connection, we refer to [26] ; see also [37, 38] . 
De nition 1.6. The horizontal gradient of ϕ ∈ C (G), say grad H ϕ, is the unique continuous horizontal vector eld such that grad H ϕ, X = Xϕ for all X ∈ X(H). The horizontal divergence of X ∈ X (H), denoted as divH X, is de ned at each x
∈ G by divH X(x) := Trace Y −→ ∇ H Y X (x) (Y ∈ Hx). The H-Laplacian ∆H is the 2nd order operator given by ∆H ϕ := divH (grad H ϕ) for all ϕ ∈ C (S). For any Y = j∈I H y j X j ∈ X (H), we denote by JH Y the horizontal Jacobian matrix of Y, that is, JH Y := X i (y j ) j,i∈I H . The horizontal Hessian matrix of ϕ ∈ C (G) is de ned as HessH ϕ := JH (grad H ϕ) = X i (X j ϕ) i,j∈I H . Note that ∆H ϕ = Tr (HessH ϕ) for every ϕ ∈ C (G).
. Hypersurfaces
Let S ⊂ G be an orientable hypersurface (that is, a codimension 1 submanifold of G) of class C r (r ≥ ) and let ν be the (Riemannian) unit normal vector along S. By de nition, we say that x ∈ S is a characteristic point if, and only if, dim Hx = dim(Hx ∩ Tx S). The characteristic set of S is given by C S := {x ∈ S : dim Hx = dim(Hx ∩ Tx S)}. In other words, a point x ∈ S is non-characteristic if, and only if, Hx is transversal to Tx S. Hence, it turns out that C S = {x ∈ S : |PH ν(x)| = }, where PH is the orthogonal projection map onto H; see Notation 1.4. We say that a hypersurface S ⊂ G is non-characteristic if its characteristic set is empty (that is, |PH ν(x)| ≠ for all x ∈ S). In the theory of C hypersurfaces immersed in Carnot groups, it is of fundamental importance that the Riemannian measure of the characteristic set C S vanishes: precise estimates of the Riemannian Hausdor dimension of C S can be found in [3] ; see also [2] for the case of Heisenberg groups. At each non-characteristic point x ∈ S \ C S , we de ne the unit H-normal as ν H (x) :=
. The horizontal tangent space Hx S := Hx ∩ Tx S and the horizontal normal space span R {ν H (x)} ⊂ Hx split the horizontal space Hx into an orthogonal direct sum, that is, Hx = span R {ν H (x)} ⊕ Hx S. In particular, it turns out that ∇
; see [37, 38] . [48] , or the recent monograph [6] ). Precisely, starting from De nition 1.9 and using an adapted horizontal frame {Z i : i ∈ IHS } for HS, we get that
De nition 1.9 (see [37]). Let S ⊂ G be a C non-characteristic hypersurface. The HS-gradient of ψ ∈ C (S), say grad HS ψ, is the unique continuous horizontal tangent vector eld such that grad HS ψ, X = Xψ for all X ∈ X (HS). The HS-divergence operator is de ned, for X ∈ X (HS) and x ∈ S, by setting divHS X(x)
:= Trace Y −→ ∇ HS Y X (x) (Y ∈ Hx
S). The HS-Laplacian ∆HS is the 2nd order di erential operator de ned as ∆HS ψ := divHS (grad HS ψ) for all ψ ∈ C (S). By de nition, the horizontal mean curvature HH of S is given by
HH := −divH ν H .∆HS ϕ = h− i= Z ( ) i ϕ ∀ ϕ ∈ C (S).
Technical preliminaries and main calculations . Some calculations for step Carnot groups
This section contains all the calculations needed to prove our main results. Below, we will assume that G is a step Carnot group and, accordingly, we will set V := H . In this case, we have the the following explicit formulas for the horizontal frame {X , ..., X h } introduced in Section 1.1:
Recall that, in exponential coordinates, any x ∈ G is written as x = exp (xH , xV ) and that e I ≡ ∂x I for every I = , ..., n. Concerning the above formulas, which can be obtained by direct calculations, we refer the reader to Chapter 3 of the book [6] . Let S be a hypersurface of class C r (r ≥ ). We shall make repeatedly use of the formula
see [38] . From now on, we will assume that S is an H-minimal hypersurface, that is, HH = .
We start by studying (Euclidean) degree monomials. 
for all i, j ∈ IH (this easily follows from (1.2) and De nition 1.5; see Section 1.1). Moreover, since
where the last equality follows from the skew-symmetry of the matrices C α H . Now we consider (Euclidean) degree monomials.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a step Carnot group. The following formulas hold:
Proof. For any i ∈ IH , we have
where we have used (i) of Lemma 2.1. Moreover, for any α ∈ IV we have
where we have used (ii) of Lemma 2.1 and (2.2).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a step Carnot group. Then:
Proof. Since grad H x i = X i for any i ∈ IH , the proof of (i) it is an immediate consequence of the fact that
Let α ∈ IV ; in order to prove (ii), we rst note that
Since JH xH = Id h×h ∈ M h×h (R), the proof easily follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a step Carnot group. Then:
Proof. We have
where we have used also (i) of Lemma 2.3. Moreover, we have
where we have used also (ii) of Lemma 2.3.
Remark 2.5. Let S ⊂ G be an H-minimal C hypersurface and let ν H be its horizontal unit normal vector. By applying Lemma 2.3, it follows that
HessH (x i ) ν H , ν H = for any i ∈ IH . By skew-symmetry of the matrices C α H (α ∈ IV ), we get HessH (xα) ν H , ν H = − C α H ν H , ν H = for any α ∈ IV . Furthermore,
by applying (i) of Lemma 2.4, it follows that
Finally, by using (ii) of Lemma 2.4 (and again the skew-symmetry of C α H ) we get that
We are now in a position to state two propositions, which will be important in the following: 
(ii) ∆HS xα = for any α ∈ IV .
Thus, for any α = (α , ..., αn) ∈ R n the function f α (x) := n I= α I x I is ∆HS -harmonic on S.
Proof. Since HH = , the proof of (i) and (ii) follows easily from formula (2.1), by applying Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 2.7. Let G be a step Carnot group and let S ⊂ G be a C non-characteristic H-minimal hypersurface. Then, the following hold:
In particular, the monomial functions {x I : I = , ..., n} turn out to be ∆HS -subharmonic on S.
Proof. Similarly to Proposition 2.6, since HH = , the proof of (i) and ( 
The upper and lower parts of the cone C( , X h , β) (with respect to the axis X h ) are denoted by C + ( , X h , β) and
Finally, we denote by C(β) any element of the congruence class of C( , X h , β) and by C ± (β) its upper/lower parts.
Concerning the notion of "congruence" we refer the reader to De nition A.2 in Section A.
Corollary 2.10. Let G be a step Carnot group, let S ⊂ G be a C non-characteristic H-minimal hypersurface. Then, the functions g h (xH ) and g β (xV ) turn out to be both ∆HS -subharmonic on S. As a consequence, the quadratic function g (h,β) (x) := g h (xH ) + g β (xV ) is ∆HS -subharmonic on S.
Proof. In order to prove the rst claim, let us calculate the HS-Laplacian of the function g h (xH ) by using (i) in Proposition 2.7. We have
where we have used the identity |νH | = Proof. The proof follows by applying (ii) of Proposition 2.6 and (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.7.
De nition 2.12 (Cylinders and Paraboloids with vertical axis). Let a ∈ R
The next result is an immediate consequence of the above calculations and will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.21; see Section 2.2. Below, we will set rH := h i= x i .
Lemma 2.14. Let C > and set φ(x) := e −(C/ )·r H . Then, we have (∆HS φ)(x) < for every x ∈ G such that rH
< h− C . Furthermore, let us set Ω C := x ∈ G : rH < h− C ⊂ G. Then,
for every C compact non-characteristic hypersurface S ⊂ Ω C (with or without boundary), there exists a function φ ∈ C (S) such that ∆HS φ < and φ > .

Proof. First, note that ∆HS e f (x)
= e f (x) ∆HS f (x) + |grad HS f | for every f ∈ C (S). Now, let f (x) = −(C/ ) · r H .
By Proposition 2.7 we have ∆HS f (x) = − C ∆HS r H = −C(h − ). Moreover
and hence
The conclusion of the lemma follows from the last formula.
. Strong maximum principle
First, let us recall a fundamental result in Analysis: Bony's Maximum Principle; see [8] . To this end, let us consider a real 2nd order di erential operator L, de ned in a connected open set Ω ⊂ R N , which is an operator "sum of squares" of vector elds with C ∞ coe cients. Precisely, let
(r < N) and assume the following well-known "Hörmander condition":
• {Z , ..., Zr} is a family of vector elds of class C ∞ in Ω; • the rank of the Lie algebra spanned by {Z , ..., Zr} is equal to N at each point of Ω, that is, rank Lie{Z , ..., Zr}(x) = N for all x ∈ Ω.
Theorem 2.15 (see Corollary 3.1 in [8]). Under the above assumptions, let ψ ∈ C (Ω) be such that Lψ ≥ . If ψ has a positive maximum at a point x ∈ Ω, then ψ has to be constant in Ω, that is ψ(x) = ψ(x ) for all x ∈ Ω.
Roughly speaking this means that sub-Laplacians satisfy an elliptic type strong maximum principle. Let us formulate a key assumption for the sequel. .9) together with the identity + ϖ = /|PH ν| yields
De nition 2.16 (Hörmander condition for HS). Let
One also veri es that ker(C 
By repeated use of this formula, it follows that { Z i : i ∈ IHS } is a family of C ∞ vector elds on ζ (U) satisfying the Hörmander condition. Furthermore, by using the ζ -relatedness of Z i and Z i , it follows that L(ϕ • ζ ) = ( Lϕ)(ζ ) for every C function ϕ : ζ (U) ⊆ R n− → R. So let ψ : S → R (and x ∈ U ⊆ Int(S)) be as in the statement of the corollary. In addition, set ϕ := ψ • ζ − and y := ζ (x ). Then Lψ(x) = Lϕ(y) and ψ(x ) = ϕ(y ). By applying Theorem 2.15 (with the following obvious modi cations: replace Ω by ζ (U); replace N by n − ; replace L by L), we get that ψ has to be constant on U. If U = S, this achieves the proof. Otherwise, let (U , ζ ) ∈ A be such that U ∩ U ≠ ∅ and x x ∈ U ∩ U . Since x must be a positive maximum of ψ, we can use the previous arguments (with x replaced by x ) in the new chart (U , ζ ) and as S is connected, the thesis follows.
In order to use less restrictive regularity assumptions, we shall apply to our framework the results of a paper by Bon glioli and Uguzzoni; see [7] .
Let continuous curve tangent a.e. to the distribution generated by these vector elds. This result has had many recent generalizations in which the regularity of the vector elds is weakened; see [9] , [31] , [36] Proof. Observe preliminarily that Theorem 2.19 can be applied to our situation by arguing exactly as in the proof of Corollary 2.18. Thus, using Lemma 2.14 yields the existence of a strictly positive function φ ∈ C (S) such that ∆HS φ < . As a consequence, we can use (the rst part of) Theorem 2.19, which ensures the validity of the Γ -WMP. This, in turn, makes applicable the second part of the same theorem. Precisely, let ψ ∈ C (S) be such that ∆HS ψ ≥ and ψ ≤ c in S, for some c ∈ R. Under our assumptions, Chow's connectivity property for S follows by applying either Theorem 2.1 in [44] , in the step case, or alternatively, Theorem 4.4 in [22] , in the case k > . In other words, any two points in S can be joined by an absolutely continuous curve tangent a.e. to the bers of the subbundle HS, which is R-linearly generated by the vector elds {Z i : i ∈ IHS }. This fact jointly with (the second part of) Theorem 2.19 implies that the closure of F = {x ∈ S : ψ(x) = c} coincides with S. Thus, if ψ reaches its maximum at an interior point of S, it must be everywhere constant.
Main results in the step case.
Theorem 3.1 (Convex hull property). Let G be a step Carnot group. Let S ⊂ G be a C compact, connected, non-characteristic H-minimal hypersurface with boundary and assume that HS satis es the Hörmander con-dition (2.8). Then S is contained in the convex hull c.h.(∂S) of its boundary ∂S. Furthermore, if S touches the set c.h.(∂S) at some interior point, then S is part of a hyperplane; in particular, there is no compact H-minimal hypersurface S without boundary.
Proof. Let α = (α , ..., αn) ∈ R n be a constant vector and set f α (x) := n I= α I x I . It follows from Proposition 2.6 that the linear function f α is ∆HS -harmonic on S. Thus, we can apply the strong maximum principle (see Theorem 2.21) to f α . Thus, if for some number K ∈ R, the inequality f α (x) ≤ K holds true for all x ∈ ∂S, it is also satis ed for all x ∈ S. Since any closed convex set is the intersection of its supporting half-spaces, the rst assertion easily follows. Suppose now that f α (x ) = K holds for some x ∈ Int(S) in addition to the inequality f α (x) ≤ K for all x ∈ ∂S. Applying again the strong maximum principle we get that f α (x) = K for any x ∈ S = S, as wished. (x) is ∆HS -subharmonic on S and, by the hypothesis that ∂S ⊂ Hyp( , ϵ, X h , β), we see that g (h,β) (x) ≤ ϵ for every x ∈ ∂S. Therefore, by applying the strong maximum principle (see Theorem 2.21), we get that g (h,β) (x) ≤ ϵ for every x ∈ S, which is equivalent to the inclusion property, that is, S ⊂ Hyp( , ϵ, X h , β). This achieves the proof.
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that such an S exists. Using the invariance of ∆HS under isometries, we can assume that C(β) = C( , X h , β). Moreover, by Corollary 2.10 the function g (h,β) (x) is ∆HS -subharmonic on S and, since we are assuming that ∂S ⊂ C( , X h , β), the inequality g (h,β) (x) ≤ must hold for every x ∈ ∂S. Hence, by the strong maximum principle (see Theorem 2.21) we get that g (h,β) (x) ≤ for every x ∈ S, which is equivalent to the fact that S ⊂ C( , X h , β). By hypothesis, S is connected and ∂S ∩ C(β) ± ≠ ∅. This implies that S must contain the vertex of the cone C( , X h , β), that is a contradiction to the fact that S is (everywhere) a C hypersurface. This concludes the proof.
The next result, which is in the spirit of Corollary 3 in [20] , explains how to apply the preceding "non-existence theorem" to get quantitative estimates for H-minimal hypersurfaces; see also Chapter 6 in [21] . The fact that x ∈ G belongs either to BEu (x , δ ), or to BEu (x , δ ), is expressed by one of the following inequalities:
By subtracting to both sides of these inequalities the quantity (h − )x h , we get that the function g (h, ) (x) = g h (xH ) + g (xV ) (recall that g (xV ) = α∈I V x α ; see Notation 2.11) satis es either of the inequalities below:
Denote by RHS the right hand side of the rst inequality above. This is a polynomial of degree 2 in the indeterminate x h . Precisely, we have
It is easy to check that the discriminant of this polynomial is negative. Therefore, one has g (h, ) (x) ≤ , and the same happens in the other case. If x ∈ BEu (x , δ ), then x ∈ C + ( , X h , ). Analogously, if x ∈ BEu (x , δ ), then x ∈ C − ( , X h , ). But the fact that the balls BEu (x , δ ) and BEu (x , δ ) are contained, respectively, in the upper and lower cones C + ( , X h , ) and C − ( , X h , ), contradicts Theorem 3.3. This achieves the proof. 
Recall that Cyl(ϵ, a, β ) is a solid cylinder congruent to Cyl( , ϵ, Xα , a, β ) and Par(a, β ) is a solid paraboloid congruent to Par( , Xα , a, β ); for more details, see De nition 2.12.
Proof. By invariance of ∆HS under isometries (see Proposition A.4) we can clearly assume that Cyl(ϵ, a, β ) = Cyl( , ϵ, Xα , a, β ) and that Par(a, β ) = Par( , Xα , a, β ). By Corollary 2.13, the functions g (a,β ) (x) and g (a,β ) α (x) are both ∆HS -subharmonic functions on S. Hence, using the fact that either ∂S ⊂ Cyl( , ϵ, Xα , a, β ), [43] , [12] , [46] . As a consequence, the classical Gaussian curvature of S, seen as a surface in R , is everywhere nonpositive and using the main theorem in Osserman's paper [41] one gets that S has the convexhull property. We also observe that the same holds for complete "area-stationary surfaces" of class C ; see [46] . More precisely, it follows from Theorem 6.15 in [46] that these are ruled surfaces, so that Osserman's result still applies, as claimed.
Finally, concerning the 1st Heisenberg group H , we would like to mention an interesting, and somehow related, "half-space" theorem by Cheng and Hwang; see Theorem D in [13] .
For the Heisenberg groups H n (n > ), we are going to prove an inclusion property for a truncated hyperboloid (with axis the T-axis) and a related non-existence result for a suitable truncated cone. Although possible, we do not generalize these last results to general step Carnot groups. Before to start, let us collect some further remarks: Nevertheless, we have to stress that for any step k Carnot group the monomials x j : j ∈ IH and {xα : α ∈ IH } are ∆HS -harmonic. The last claim follows from (4.1). In fact, it turns out that a j,α (xH ) = C α H e j , xH R h for every j ∈ IH . Hence, if one considers (smooth) functions of the variables (xH , xH ) such as φ(xH , xH ), the generating vector elds will act exactly as in the case of step Carnot groups. I K,α ( , ) .
De nition 4.2 (Partial Convex Hull
Following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the above linear functions we get: As a consequence of the previous theorem we can state the following weaker property: 
A Appendix: ∆HS commutes with isometries
What are "congruences" in Carnot groups? To answer this question, below we will brie y recall some results concerning isometries. Then, we will show that the HS-Laplacian ∆HS commutes with isometries.
Let Ω ⊂ G be an open set and let f : Ω → G be a map of class C . By de nition, f is an isometry if its "Pansu di erential" df (x) (see [34] ) is an isometry for every x ∈ Ω. Moreover, one can show that f is distancepreserving if, and only if, df (x) is an isometry for all x ∈ Ω; see Lemma 2.10 in [18] . Hence, we can always identify distance-preserving maps with isometries.
Recall that an isometry of G (equipped with a left-invariant distance) is called a ne if it is the composition of a left translation with a graded automorphism; see [33] .
For step k Carnot groups it is known that isometries are a ne transformations; see [27] . Recently, this result has been generalized for the case of sub-Finsler distances and isometries de ned only on open subsets of the group: Theorem A.1 (see [33] 
